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Two Figures
Mixed media
17 ½ x 9 ½
2008

PRELUDE: HOUSE GUESTS
On the day of their arrival, his second cousin, once- or twice-removed, determined that
there was no soap in the soap dish.

Balance
Woodcut
44 3/8 x 18 3/4
2020

1

She brushed dust from the desktop,
her hands now dusted with the artist’s residue.
Was an unwashed pot not propped in the soapstone sink?
Was it true Fred paid the cable bill?

2

The artist smock was fresh, but barely so, two days out of the washer. The glass of the
display case sheened out the depth of things, refractions over everything. Imperial coats,
you might say, or glazes of civility.

3

Then all fell into place:
The trophies backed by trophy backs hung squared in the guest room.
The towels in thirds and jelly-rolled up in the closet.
The socks drawn up in pairs like beasts arked within the storage drawer.

4

Best pieces placed with special care.

5

All the furniture arranged where they would sit.

Memorial (detail)
Acrylic ink on stone

6

Nothing left to make the place presentable, she thought.
No more potshard fantasies
of masks propped up upon the welcome mat.

7

The bell rang in the entryway.
The couple coupled up in the doorway proscenium
delighted to be here,
the parts of them that were here.
Otherwise their souls left home.
“At” home, I mean, of course, like sad
lovers bent over their sex mates
in the solitude of love-making.

Two Heads
Watercolor monoprint
8 ½ x 12 ½

8

This was where it was.
This was where we once welcomed loved ones for the weekend.
This was where we packed
for week-long sailing trips,
for hunting “up to” the Junction,
as we inflected it,
or that fishing trip
on the Popo Agie in Wyoming.

Untitled
Watercolor monoprint
12 ½ x 12 ½

9

This was where the gunshot shattered the glass set in the picture frame.
This was where my darling Eloise bled out in the living room.
Everywhere is where my darling Eloise bled out in the living room.
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Dark Figure
Oil
65 x 50
1989

11

Holding Branches
Polymer gravure / watercolor
9½x6
2005

12

I. THE ARTIST-DOMINATRIX
1.
The artist-dominatrix readies her lash.
The unhealed welts cross across her subject’s back,
feeling nothing, annealed against the pain of it.

13

“I was home-schooled,” she says. “A house full of Evangelicals. You can’t imagine the
shit they fixed into my … my Unconscious, if you will, if the philosophes lodged in the
academy still speak of that.

Sticks and Flying Crosses
Mixed media
11 x 8 ¾
2001

“I learned to scorn the language of uncertainty. The blather of sketchpads or the licenses
of poetry! That’s why I went into science, that world of lab assistants, occupational
therapists, sectioned life beneath the microscope. The whole nine yards of it. Then left it,
debasing both God and reality for the entertainment business, now the artist,
14

actress, pole-dancing dominatrix. Surely you recall the evening I fell asleep on your
shoulder waiting for the band to finish their sound check and your friends asked
quizzically if this was it, here in the Coffee Gallery on Lake Avenue in Alta Dena, with the
fat karaokist in the lobby, this the new lover of or merely in your life after your ex left you
as she had doubtless planned for months, you, the chump, suspecting nothing even
though you knew, gamester that you were, always on the hunt, you knew from what you
call the ‘git-go’ this is how it all was bound to end. ‘I think we need to talk,’ you said, head
bowed, resigned to her silence, that now yours for good.

Figure with a Bird Shadow
Etching and watercolor
7¼x5
2009
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“Remember that evening we shared dosa on Sunset Blvd? Paru’s, it was, with the
security door for an entrance. What was it you, two decades my senior, expected me to
say to you, hot for me as always as you were?

Bird and Shadow
Mixed media
5¾x5½
2015

‘Don’t even think that we are dating,’ I said and you shrugged with all the old-hippie
indifference you could muster, expressionless as possible. ‘I don’t even know what dating
is,’ you said.”

Untitled
Watercolor and graphite
6¾x6¾
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2.
The drugs were not like candy;
they were singular, like drugs!
That’s what I always said to him.
High or coming down from them—
what did it matter?—
hooked on or clean of them.
All this I said
as he read
my chapter back to me.
So I picked up my old Chicana friend from high school, no reader she, hardly even
smoking in a modern sense, and fell for her completely, or maybe it was just reexperiencing the innocence we thought we had or thought we lost as teenagers. Surely
you remember, stumbling through your first adolescent views of music, art, and poetry,
hardly knowing what to say or sing.
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And I called you, who cared how late it was? and you even later said it was like in that
film, Something Wild or maybe the other one, where the guy takes the subway downtown
to find some chick he just met at the Cuban-Chinese place on Broadway and you know,
you know when you get on that train past midnight, missing the Express and limping
along on the Local, it’s simply late, too damn late, and nothing good will come of it. Like
that, you said, but showed up regardless at the stucco bungalow with pool and changing
hut up in the hills overlooking the city, just like a movie shot, it was, but not so ominous,

and I suppose the owner had inherited the place as I never saw a lick of work go on
there, work of any kind, art or otherwise, except the time, that very night it was, when he
pulled out $200, stuffed it into my shirt or what passed for a top that night, and had me go
through my pole-dancing routine for avant-garde admirers on break from drug-taking,
pizza, and watching the Lakers play on cable.
18

So I took my bae out to the pool, you trailing me of course, wide-eyed in hope or
delusion—no one there, away from all the crappy food, the drugs and alcohol, and we
changed in the makeshift changing hut, all done up like a hippie pad or the set of a beach
flick set in Hawaii, the three of us, and you lay down half-naked between us,

Bound
Linocut
6x4¾
2006

knowing the hipsters so cool or benighted no one would notice, so slipping into the water
and swimming a lap or two, breast-stroke and butterfly, finally charming my flat-chested
honey into the pool with you then toweling off,

Boat with Torso
Oil
26 x 30 ¾
1987

19

rejoining the rest as some ebullient ground up a line for you without so much as sorting
through the chemicals; gotta drive home, you thought, wondering what the drug was and
it must have been a downer or even some over-cut coke because all the guys did was
wander back to the tv room, and you thought that must be some powerful shit that makes
you no longer need company even the hot chick total stranger sitting next to you babbling
about some complex caper she had pulled off with her friends in high school while you
checked out her perfect chest and the only history you experience is the drugs hitting
you, fast and sudden like that, deranged hardly knowing anything

Two Figures
Oil
80 x 55 ½
1983

then the slow waning of oblivion to banality like being shit-faced late at some party feeling
the emergent threat of sobriety making an ass of yourself now for no other reason than to
entertain the others and I wandered off to negotiate with the owner for my dance routine,
and my passing bae let you know in a whisper too alluring for conviction that likely not
tonight or this morning now it was, meaning your dreams of love-making or thoughts of a
threesome alas were vain in all senses so, alas.
20

Standing in Water
Oil
84 x 59 ¾
1997

21

Then she too got engrossed in a conversation about movies or something she had read
or heard of being read, maybe with the hot chick still glorying in her high school days and
you later confessed to me the intellectual level was such that you could not make a
comment without risking a life of celibacy (or just one day more of it!) maybe getting
slapped or even the crap beat out of you by one of the less stable of the attendees,

Nose Bleed
Watercolor / gouache collage
6¼x6¾
2014

so finally you found me, still brooding over the cut of my costume and what my act would
be and whether some dorky guy in a black tee-shirt would think this was his chance,
seigneurial rights or some such bullshit from the opera, but all you said to me was “I’m
off” patting me on the ass and by that time I was so wasted, either from the drugs or
wondering where my bae had gone and was she making out just for the hell of it

22

with one of partiers although no, not that, had she been interested she probably would
have seduced you, no task that!, in seclusion maybe in the bath-house out by the pool
and we would still be laughing over such febrile cuckoldry today.

Wings
Ink / gouache
8x5
1999

23

I had explained all this to you, finding love, I mean, or partnership at least or my true self
or identity, whatever that then was, and even made some remark about I swear by the
God I was raised with there’s no way anyone is going to put that filthy thing inside me
ever again, making you almost squirm in self-consciousness and don’t think you didn’t
reflect on this months later when I shacked up with my art instructor after years living
alone in my cramped and rented studio, hardly a home at all, he older than me by
decades, your age in fact, well preserved for an old guy and a belligerent drunk to boot,

24

and no matter how much experience I had had with that, I formulate excuses like I hadn’t
heard every one of them in AA meetings of the past and like I wouldn’t be repeating them
in AA meetings of the future even that time you drove me to the basement of the only
church you’ve likely attended since I met you with my friend still sporting the bruises from
her boyfriend or almost-ex like it was only occasionally he went berserk on you you see
and ok sure, but there were no serious injuries or signs of them you know like you
defined signs in your thesis from grad school, in this case accusatory words or art
pointing with no ambiguity straight to their referent, the thing itself, res ipsissima as you
always say, in this case that “thing” being knocked to the floor and sometimes even then
you just have to suck it up, you know he has a good heart, like those pit-bull Bacchantes
who tear their victims up, and will learn to control himself just like you and half the other
Dionysians you know have failed to do.

Untitled
Watercolor
11 ¾ x 7 ¾
2020

25

She sighs and folds her very being in upon itself, as if embraced by the lash strokes.

Night Sky
Oil
80 x 24
2019

26

So that’s life then, or art of life, to be precise, she says. All the requisite details in place:
beginning, middle, end. The climax (always liked that one!) tossing the dead-beat artinstructor out of my life, he me out of the apartment, to speak as Milton would. The falling
action or what it’s called. The beats and arcs. The dénouement, the unities of time and
place. You know, all that bullshit taught in film school from the shopworn criticism taught
a half-century or more ago. All those learned iniquities taught by the blockheads in the
academy.

Profile with Red Line
Oil
20 x 20
2021

27

3.
“Full and by” I whispered in that sussurant imperative you insisted on as I swung the
varnished helm to port and nodded for you to haul in the jib sheets, close-hauled now
cutting through the sea swells, steep as the tide ran against them. Head down you
handled the winch, placing another turn on the bronze head and tailing expertly as the
sail snugged up against the shrouds and the shearwater passed over and between the
wave crests.

28

Flight
Oil
38 ½ x 24
2017

29

I pursed my lips as if in the serenities of competence. The very myths that kept you
sailing despite getting your comeuppance on the ledge you grazed, tacking through
Jaquish with the on-lookers cocking their heads in curiosity over the course choice
fighting the breeze and the currents in ways that to them were incomprehensible.
Why the motions of the boat crew?
Why the directives, barely audible to those at the water edge?
Why the shifting of the sails as the boat angled past the moorings?
That’s what poetry is, you said. Known only in opposing ways by the listeners.
Or was that I who insisted?
You out of hearing, just quoting another.
As the wind lashed over the sail edge.

30

Three Profiles
Woodcut
39 ¾ x 20

31

Torso with Target and Bird
Woodcut / linocut
26 ¼ x 22 ½
2014

32

II. IT WAS AN ACCIDENT, she said.
The hunters gather in the staging zone,
the walls plaqued with tans of the quarry,
colors all drained out of them.

They speak of prey downed through their Fair Chase Ideology.
With a certain reverence they
speak, of trophied prey
downed in their fair chase euphemy.
33

The animals prepare as if now trained
as long ago by the footmen. Today
the hunters calm them in the staging zone.

It was different in the old days,
the days when they drew up the Enclosure Acts.
Their forebears once set fires to drive the laired prey into the dawn light.

34

Fire on the Horizon
Oil, 76 x 66,1986

35

Smoke then rose in the October air over the seascapes.

Now I stand fixed in the deer-stand.
just a tree to hide behind,
while Jeffrey starts the game for me.

White Bird Ascending, no. 2
Watercolor / gouache
11 x 7
2019

Branch
Woodcut
33 1/4 x 12 7/8
2004

36

In the wilderness of things
“In the clutter of reality,
the birds soar overhead,” I think,
late in the season, late in the Golden Hour.

37

The round spins through the brush,
targeting the killing zone
deflected into the killing zone.

Cut
Woodcut
41 ½ x 28
2004

38

The rack now destined for the trophy case.

The rest understood;
so sung by the Countess
in duet with the servant
under pines of the boschetto.

Slaughter
Photograph
9 ½ x 13 ½
1980

39

On that summer morning on the Popo Agie in Wyoming, we struggled through the
stream bed up-stream to where the fish hid in the stones of the eddies—

Two Fish
Mixed media
15 ½ x 12

east of course, our shadows behind us, shortening, as Donne would say, as the
sun neared its zenith.

Catman with Blue Shadow
Woodcut / watercolor collage
11 ½ x 5
2010

40

“Safety’s on,” I hear the aging hunter snap as if with reassurance, as I too snap back to
attention, tapping the breech, the barrel resting on my chest.
I remember David B, who built those yurts in Bowdoinham where still I hear tales of them,

House with Dog
Mixed media collage
19 ¼ x 8 ½
1986

or just of Carlo the Painter flanked by admirers who lived in one before he died, David
reaching for the shotgun propped in the canoe, unbalanced as they are wont to be, safety
off, no safety in any sense, shocked to learn that, stunned to see his forearm lined as
with the scars you too see there today.
41

I remember S***’s dad, describing the white flag of the buck fleeing in fear, he said,
adamant on that point, he was, “I swear!” he insisted, as his son shattered his Mossberg
onto the oak, a gun I’d sold to him, I think, another forearm of another hunter gone, uncle
to her schoolmate, never quite forgiving her for her relations.

Untitled
Watercolor / gouache
17 x 9 1/8
2020
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Or John, not wishing to wake anyone, quietly lifting the prized Browning from the gun
rack on the last spring morning he would ever experience.

Torso with White Square
Mixed media
9 3/8 x 7 3/4
1996

I remember Frank, chastising me for the long-shot, the bird far out of range, then seeing
his own self sketched in my Course Correction and, as others, refusing in his pomp to
speak to me again as consequence, not considering that I spared him the allusion to his
missing the wood-duck years ago, one flushed within easy range of the shotgun gauge
(such high harmartia, as the Hellenists would say) as I J-stroked the canoe through the
rushes, barely bending the reeds in the shallows, an insult far greater to his marksman
self than any I concocted in my poetry.
That’s what life is, then I think:
the pettiness of indignation
in the wakeless course of things.
43

That is not what life is, then I think. Perhaps as it could be, or fragments of it, had the
wings framed the shot from the selected choke as the bird cried out in protest.

Bird
Oil
72 x 48
2009

44

I remember those who died on me, or one who died of the gunshot, those who left, or I
myself it was. Lovers I speak of here, of course. Then all the loss by theft or natural
catastrophe. What of those prized commendations, the drafts wedged into incunabula or
the yardage of the bookshelf-space? The portraits? Books with authors’ signature? What
were all those linked mementi finally worth to me?

Bird
Polymer gravure
5¾x5½
2004

I remember when David’s paramour burned his house to ashes or my third-story
apartment next to the parish church itself in flames, everything thought mine mere ashes
too, as he made his rounds on the fishing boat, or I slept safe amid the service wives,
their lovers far deployed at sea, his gone, proclaiming finally as the girls cried out to me
that possession as we know it now is bunk.
45

Do not speak to me of
pets performing tricks for you,
of pious nods of the sycophants,
the Browning locked in the trophy case.
Do not speak to me of art sales in the galleries,
of love or fidelity.
That is what I said to them
that morning in the burning tenement.
That is what I cried as the girls cried out to me.

46

Burning House
Linocut
30 x 14
2020

47

Bird and Target
Oil
64 ¼ x 53 ¾
2015

48

III. CLASS NOTES: The Ballad of Eloise
1.
“Words are like the plastic tableware brought in by the caterers, she used to say,
arranged by the servants.”
Those are the words of Eloise, repeating the gnomic truths of her elders.
“You use them once, the words I mean,” her mother said, in that distinctive inflection of
rich folks of the forties. “After that, they’re done, all used up.”
Like the bird-skulls, I guess it is,
no longer bird nor part of it.
That’s what she was getting at.

Something weighted on the work-space.
Something fixed on the canvas
with all the life sucked out of it.
49

The life-blood scrubbed from the plastic tableware.
Like the blank space black-gessoed onto the canvas.

Obstruction
Oil
72 x 48
2017

50

Yet no.
Preposterous, I think,
what her mother said.
What was I thinking?
Everything worth saying must be said again.

51

Eloise stares at her younger self,
reflected from the reflecting surfaces.
Not the clutter of her being
but the step-wise history of how this being
came itself to be.

Tangle
Woodcut
41 ¾ x 29 ¾
2011
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It all makes sense to her.
Even the unpaid bills and the debacles of childhood
now make sense to her.
“You know nothing of my life,” she says. “The polo matches, schools for the rich kids, the
tiara pushed back on my forehead.”

Reclining Figure
Ink
5x7
1982

2.
It was that Haitian girl, you know, dark, with the voice deep and throaty, Claudine, I think
her name was, and you couldn’t take your eyes off her, yet even her very words to you—
“Get your hands off my ass, old man!” as you two embraced for what would be the last

Embrace
Linocut
6x4¾
1988

53

time before those old assignations blurred to one and no one remembered you, like Linda
Jane herself, shocked to find her portrait in that book you wrote—even those words,
ironic in the best of sense, were not enough to deter you and so I somehow flew under
the radar, I guess you’d say, until … until … It must have been the drugs; how did I ever
manage to drive to your doorway? Or stand there expectantly framed in the doorframe?
And maybe it was the drugs too in the middle of the chess match, you making half the
moves for me, and I said to myself as you first brushed my shoulder offering me a backrub and I felt that pinprick in my heart just like in the worst of poetry I said I will let that
feeling go away I will just wait until it goes away and it never did and that is why we’re in
this fix today.

Hands
Polymer gravure
6½x4¼
2004
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Do you recall that evening at the cinema? You and I both rapt before my younger self
adored by the hapless admirer on the movie screen? And you and I and all who saw me
fell in love with me?

Torso and Sandbar
Oil
78 x 51
1987

55

I felt your hand on my thigh just as I had that evening of the chess match and I thought
“May as well him,” maybe thinking what you said Molly says in Ulysses, quoting your own
words in that book you wrote with your cousin Bill, and maybe yes it was Deslauriers or
Frédéric himself who said “Those were the best, the best days of our lives, I think,” or
something similar. My feelings thus expressed then swept up in your scholar-cynic’s
reading skills.

56

She Dreamed of an Untimely Blue Sky
Oil
50 x 96
1993

57

3.
Eloise leans into the winch-handle, working as she was taught to do. Pressing her full
weight, what is left of it, against the pull of the genoa. Crewing with the love-struck man in
Maine, where she would never once “set foot,” so said, in life, as the air shapes the sail to
the sail shape.

Three Spars
Mixed media
30 x 15 ½
1980
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Like the barque, she is, sailing not in the water, as known to the earthlings, but rather in
the air. Soaring through the air, the sails mere wings, her weight displaced in the water,
held in the water as the keel arcs its course through the compass rose, lifted by and
through the air itself, like hollow bones of the raptors, they say, unfit to imagine.

Birds and Broken Targets
Oil
60 x 32
2021

59

3.
Eloise leans onto the protecting glass of the display case.

“You choose,” she says to the idlers in camo, survivalists they call themselves, with no
apparent irony, half-dead from obesity, then mutters about dangers for beauties like
herself. The stalkers. Near relations. Catcalls from the frat house.

Tadpole
Polymer gravure
5¾x4
2004

60

Maybe a hit man from the Gambinos, with whom she used to threaten you on the bad
days of the old days when she was still in love with you. “You choose,” she says, and
you, having lost her now for good, reply to her, reply as if now one of them:
The words I come up with then
the very words I say to her
unchart the course of history.
Eloise leans onto the display case, leered at by the shop-owners, her reflection leered at
by the on-lookers. The men in camo lean back and hook their thumbs into their waistbands.

Widening Gyre
Lithograph
10 3/8 x 9
1994

61

This is what they see done on TV. This is what they see tough guys do in the movies.
Free, they think, to imagine anything. Revolution. A day with attendant mistress on the
firing range.
Eloise feels the very weight of things.
The weight of the caliber.
Good for predators or game, she’s told.
Laughing as she is told, but she is now not listening.
Everyone knows what she is here for.
There are no predators or prey in any sense.
Everyone knows where this and she will end.
That brutish weight of things, as she would say,
unthinking like the weight of existence
or her lover in Los Angeles.

Untitled
Woodcut
5¼ x7¾
2007
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4.
I was sailing east of Pemaquid when the swallowtail Frank would later call her spirit flew
past then settled onto the foredeck. How she would have loved such things, they say. As
when her old lover, barely known to the community, leapt into her grave in Santa Fe, or a
continent away slowly settled beneath the killing surfaces of the water. That was the day
my love drained out of me, the day I lost my love for Eloise.

Standing in Water
Woodcut
13 ½ x 7 ¼
2006
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Yes, how she would have loved such things as others speaking of her soul embodied in
the soul-less forms of life her dancing soul unweighted
in austerities of landscape and of poetry.
The things with the life sucked out of them.

64

Moth
Watercolor / gouache
18 x 24

65

Figure with Bird
Woodcut
11 5/8 x 6
2015

66

INTERLUDIUM PASTORALE
At four years old she learned she was invisible.
Just another ornament amid the clutter of the living space.

It was one week into the harvest (how many anecdotes begin that way today?) waking
with a fever straggling after her brothers harvesting the fields as kids did in those days,
hunting season weeks away, and she staggered home barely able to find her way to the
front door then through the kitchen, no using the staircase forbidden her unassisted at
her age, and fell asleep in her parents’ bed, sleeping until the dark swaddled evening
around her then tip-toed as best she could drenched in her own body waste, drenched in
67

sweat, to where the entire family gathered for dinner, unable to speak and no one spoke
to her, her mother passing in contempt knowing she would have to change the bedsheets twice.

68

It was then she understood she was invisible, so no one would notice later in the days of
the brushfires when she lit the small campfire for her friends, friends never there, never
seen nor there in any sense her family knew, and the wind came up and soon the whole
field where her brothers once worked in her absence was ablaze this time working in
earnest beating the flames as she herself hid herself in earnest too amid the hanging
winter coats smelling of naphthalene.

Fires
Oil
48 x 36
1998

69

Maybe since they cannot see me I’ll be free,
she thought, from punishment,
airy like the gulls I’ve seen
gliding past the point at Kennebunk,

Holding Birds
Linocut
3½x5
2012

And her most beloved brother, decades later dying of cancer, found her hiding in the
closet and with all the cruelty of adolescence, cruelty unexampled since, said, you know,
he said, they’re going to guillotine you for this.

Reflection
Watercolor on plexi
12 x 5 ¾
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Red Figure
Oil
66 x 66
1983
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How had he found her, she wondered, clutching the furs, the pelts of the animals, unseen
amid that maze of Makinaws?

Spoils of War: Target and Bird rearranged
according to the element of chance, no. 2
Gouache / collage
30 ½ x 16
2015
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One day, she thought,
my body shall be fully seen,
and in those days I will ride horses
with our rich relatives in Kennebunk.

Pale Horse, Pale Rider
Ink
9½x6¾
2018
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Profiles with Shell
Lithograph
13 x 10
1994
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IV. ROAD TRIP
The barge cast off from Albany, all the painters and the players out of their element of air,
as Baudelaire says in his “Albatross,” though regional our fame, now out for a lark.

Bird
Woodcut
30 x 22 ¼
2015
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The currents barely sufficed as we slid down the Hudson,
ballasted with hardwood, with artifacts, with game, nothing in season,
goods lashed discreetly in the hold,
no use to anyone.

Raft
Mixed media
5¼x9¾
1997

Authorities negligent, we hoped or perhaps had not considered it. The keepers of the law
in awe of everything. Or simply not noticing.

Boat with Figure
Polymer gravure / woodcut
5x7
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We’ll stock up at the Target in Tribeca, they said, or more than said in fact, running low
on face paint and art supplies in our snail’s pace to the city. And as the painters and the
players played, we cast unlicensed lines into the dawn light to incurious fish languishing
on the surfaces. Intent on incurious fish on the surfaces.

Eyes
Lithograph
16 ¾ x 12 ½
1988
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This is the tale you told to me that morning I awoke near New Baltimore, my head full of
poetry, you said, and thought of Linda Jane my physicist, her seminars at Hopkins,
drifting past those towns in Dutch (only Tess could pronounce them properly), memorials
to poets, fire-fighters, horses even, drifting down past Irvington, where I once held court
with Linda Jane or merely waited for an audience.

Figure in Boat, no. 2
Watercolor / gouache
10 ½ x 9
2017
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Or was that the trip to the North Woods, up to the Junction past Milo, so we said, Jeffrey
drafting the semi’s and diesel wheelers that Wednesday night in November? The snow
roiled up in the evening and by morning there were fresh tracks across the roadway, the
chase barely sporting for a gamester like himself.

Figure
Etching
8½x8½
1983
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I dreamed then, maybe of my wife-to-be, as I loaded the stove with the cordwood, the
hunters having now gained the far bank as directed, heading on divergent trails for the
fire-break, the clear-cuts of the power lines, shaking their heads in dissent, since only
Doc L*, the abortionist, only he in the region could still read the entrails.

Root
Woodcut
41 ¾ x 26 ¾
2004
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Torso with Vine
Plastercut
23 x 12
1992
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That was the day when pathways made a sudden sense to me.

The Widening Gyre
Lithograph
12 ½ x 12
1988

That was the day we field-dressed the doe and the scavengers laid waste to the body
waste.

Head with Bird
Polymer gravure
5 7/8 x 8
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That was when my soul caught fire for Eloise, as I might have put it then, untutored and
inelegant, of course.
What else would you have had me do?

Burning House and Torso
Woodcut
12 x 5
1985
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On the road down from Albany, sailing down from the Junction, or beating through the
straits to the harbor as you called out the headings, the day we swept up for the house
guests, that was the day the sky broke free of its accoutrements.
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Ascending Bird
Oil
48 x 72
2019
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Totem
Woodcut
24 5/8 x 8 1/8
2007
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V. DOCENTS IN THE GALLERY
Did I tell you of the time we pored over pieces drawered in the salle-au-sous-sol at the
gallery?

That day you said, “Remember when I taught you art? All that composition?
Draftsmanship? I taught you mixing of the flesh tones.”
That’s what you said to me.

White Torso
Polymer gravure / watercolor / gouache
4¾x6
1996
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“I’ll never forget it,” I said, disciple as I often longed to be but never was in life. “For
weeks I was lost in contemplation, caught in the ‘mud zone’ I called it, when all the colors
turn to mush. That’s what John said of his mind a year before the light faded as he lapsed
into his final state of dementia. Like the slush of poetry,” I added for the euphony, “rather
than the fine cut of the woodcut.”

“Remember when I taught you art?” you said, with a nod to the workbench. “All that
insolence of color and of form? I taught you mixing of the flesh tones.”
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“I’ll never forget it,” I said.
“It doesn’t mean shit,” you said. “Too much Kant critiqued in the scent of the solvents.
Zwecklos in all senses art and teaching was. I never thought my students, like Plato’s
ephebes, you now it seems, stupid enough to follow me.”
All this you said, as light eeked through the glass of upper-story window panes.
“Smoke from cigarettes,” you added in contempt of it. “Or the damaging wavelengths of
the sun. Best to keep all hidden from the ashes and the light. Best to keep your best work
in the shelving space.”

Figure Holding Small Torso
Linocut
6 5/8 x 5
1988
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“Remember when I lectured you on what love was?” I said, now with insistence. “Nothing
could escape perfection then, is what I wrote. That’s what I came up with in the
Epilogue.”
Embrace
Linocut
4 3/4 x 3 5/8
1985

The aspirants lean inward over the stanchions,
straining now, unwilling to miss anything.

Antlers
Woodcut, 8 x 31 ½, 2001
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“I sold a painting once,” you said in a whisper. “So much for ownership! I miss it still,” you
added. “Now nothing leaves my studio.”
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Bird
Oil
48 x 36
2016
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Swimmer and Frog
Oil, 63 x 66, 1985
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Swimmer and Island with Flames
Oil, 50 x 113, 1985

Float
Polymer gravure / watercolor, 5 ¾ x 13 ¾, 1999
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Torso with Red Lines
Watercolor on plexi
and Xerox
10 ¾ x 5 ¾
1987

Seed with Profile
Etching / graphite
37 x 6 ¼
1999
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Sleeping Figure
Oil, 47 x 42, 1998
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White Bird
Watercolor / gouache
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Head and Figure with Glove
Oil
76 x 99
1984
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Kite
Oil
44 x 48
2017
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Two Birds with Blue Division
Mixed media, 6 x 66 ¼, 2015
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Flight
Oil and graphite on ceramic tile, 4 ¼ x 4 ¼, 2008
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And thus you labored in the studio, papering over the paintings you packed up in what
was left of space, while I professed whatever I might speak about. That’s how it was in
those days.

Fire Eater
Cement / branch
9 ¾ x 7 ¾ x 13
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“What was it that the poet may have meant?” I would ask, brooding over the grammar
with the old wounds fresh within.
Torso Bonnet with Tattoo
Polymer gravure
15 3/8 x 9 7/8
2000

Torso Bonnet with Tattoo
Polymer gravure / watercolor
15 3/8 x 9 7/8
2000
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The students, rowed into submission, stare as if attentive, scholars all, attentive only to
the clock-face or the doors of the examination room,

Men with Dogs
Etching / woodcut / collage
25 x 6
2000

as if for them adverbials, all the obscurities of syntax could be reduced to a perfect credit
score or some rapier-like riposte in the committee room
104

Lesions
Oil
76 x 99
1984
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None wishing for the villainy of truth,
the things you cannot know or imagine.
Like you yourself imagined once
sent down over Lethe
with the hull weighted down to the gunwales.

Sleep
Linocut
2 7/8 x 3 5/8
2016

“Remember all the things we couldn’t name or experience?” I said, now with conviction.
“Just sketches layered in the sketch book. The things with no names for them. I’m sure
that’s what Aristotle said, or was it Stevens or Saussure, words untangled from their
referents.”
“When we had means to speak,” you laughed in derision.
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“Remember though,” I answered in defense,
“that lover struggling with words, her lover
braced then over her, Betty Lou
or Tess it may have been, Eriko
or one of them, loving you
as her then-lover grieves
in that bad solitude of love-making.”
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Bird
Oil
9½x8
2009
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Untitled
Linocut / watercolor / gouache
5 5/8 x 5 1/4
1998
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VI. CURTAIN CALL
The curtain rose at curtain time—a rarity, as Browning says. Brecht in the Valley—who
would have guessed it? All fictioned histories, what there were of them, now on display,
now there for everyone. Masks, or personae in the ancient sense, now welded to the
selves within, the artist thought.
No escaping it.

Nose Bleed
Acrylic ink on stone
3 1/4 x 2 1/8
2117
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No more fears that the intimates who died on you might rise as Lazarus once did, it’s
said, reviving those dark secrets they took with them to the gravesite.

Bird Ascending, no. 9
Gouache, stick, string
5½x7
2017

No more audits of the sinecures of life, the gallerists invading your workspace, though
hardly knowing where to look or what to see.
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Bent over the libretto, the novitiate now lifts his eyes to the ceiling, past the marbled busts
of the eighteenth-century polymaths.
The revelations swarm from the print face, all music then in abeyance.

Extra Eyes for a Fading Cat
Collagraph / watercolor
9½x7
2000

There are no depths to things, he thinks.
Only the evident is judged to be.
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As in the mock anagnorisis—Almaviva’s arms and self revealed in the production of
Rossini last year at the opera. We always speak of that, you and I, the mannered clouds
of the stage set, never real to begin with, recast as the accoutrements of rank in his
dress-coat.

Blue Torso with Clouds
Oil on cement
19 ¾ x 9 ¾ x 5 ½
1987
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The bastard sons all safe with their kinfolk.
The lines of inheritance all cleared up.
The stock gelosi got what was coming.

Antlers
Cement / twigs / branches
77 x 26 x 11
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We speak too, though less assuredly, of bodies in the Fielding parody, Tom Thumb it
must have been, heaped on the stage-boards as the curtain fell, tying up the plots and
counterplots, that day we brushed shoulders leaving the examination room.
Balance
Cement
25 x 17 x 15

That was that.
And that is that, I guess.
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The couples in their best suits head home for the holidays, for chipped beef and
mortgages.

Nothing to be done,as Beckett says
The boards swept clean again.
House and Shadow
Wood / acrylic paint
10 ¼ x 14 x 8

Tree
Woodcut
17 ½ x 11 ½
2006
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Nothing further to be known,
he may have meant.
Each character
each stich of self and life in place
all there for the taking.

Suspend
Watercolor monoprint
16 1/4 x 12 5/8
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I drove the freeway through Los Angeles. Twenty minutes to her doorway. Not a soul
stirring, I would remember it, a childhood phrase belied by reality. I see my darling Eloise
resting on her overnight, a joke of some sort forming in her head, my darling Eloise,
dozing in the street lights.

White Torso, no.10
Plexi drypoint etching / watercolor / gouache
2 1/8 x 4 7/8
1996
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“It’s a sad state when a girl must bring
her own … a girl, her own …” she says.
No need to wake her now, I think.
Ten years ago almost today.
No need of anything.
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Ascend
Oil
60 x 83 ½
1999
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Eloise rises as if stretching at the barre. She stands en pointe, balanced reaching out in
perfect grace of course and turns her face away from me.
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Dancer
Mixed media collage
11 ½ x 5 ¾
1985
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The cupped applause of the audience, perhaps the listeners, polite as they are trained to
be, echoes in the upper galleries.
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Maple Seed
Oil on ceramic tile, 6 x 6, 2010
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I’ve known Allen since high school. His house always open, his art always there for all of
us. The lithographs and woodcuts I have pried from him are among my most prized
possessions, even though they are hardly mine in any important sense. And now I’ll stop,
not wishing to annoy or embarrass him.
When we first talked of this project, I thought it would be difficult. Likely a tedious battle
between the dark clarities of his specific works and style and the opposing vagaries of
mine. How could I suspect, no seer, the images would seem to speak without
assistance? That is why it hardly pays, I guess, to plan things out.
Special thanks to Prof. Douglas Basil (ret.) of the University of Southern California and
the USC Emeriti Center for support. Even greater thanks too to Bill Dane, my cousin,
who taught me how and that this work is possible.
Joseph Dane
FreeReadPress
dane@usc.edu
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Joe approached me some time ago with this idea of making a book as a collaboration.
The first thing that went through my mind, as it always does in this kind of situation, was
“no, absolutely not.” I didn’t need one more thing to take up what little time I had. And
besides, what am I going to do with a box of books under my bed or in the trunk of my
car? So, with all the firmness I could muster, I said “Let me think about it.” And here we
are. Almost done. The words and the images speak back-and-forth with each other as
they should. A good balance. A good book. I can almost hear the applause in the upper
balcony.
Allen Grindle
Albany, NY
allengrindle1@gmail.com
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